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We study the equilibrium bottom profile in short tidal channels using a simplified erosion/deposition relationship.
The proposed approach, developed within the framework of a one-dimensional model and valid for the case of
fine sediments, exploits some common assumptions: the inertial terms are neglected in the momentum equation, a
purely sinusoidal tidal wave is considered; moreover the channel head is assumed to be always wet. The analytical
solution is obtained for weakly dissipative channels in the limit of morphological long-term equilibrium by means
of a perturbation analysis and is correct up to the second order of the perturbation of the frictional term. No
assumption is made about the scale of the tidal amplitude with respect to the depth.
The resulting bed profile is described by a single analytical relationship if expressed in terms of a modified
longitudinal coordinate and tends to be flat in the landward part and linearly deepening seaward. The effect of
channel convergence is included in the modified coordinate and tends to increase the upward concavity of the
profile seaward when rewritten as a function of the physical variable; the possible presence of lateral tidal flats
has a similar effect. The adoption of a suitably modified longitudinal coordinate, on the other hand, implies that
the mouth of channels with different lengths is simply represented by points moving along the analytical curve
describing the equilibrium profile. It is also possible to define a threshold between short flat channels and long
linear channels, depending only on the critical velocity for erosion and the convergence length, so that con-
vergent channels or sediment difficult to erode determine the tendency towards an almost horizontal bottom profile.


